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about NeoHacks
NeoHacks is a 2-day long hackathon for beginners of all backgrounds
taking place from August 6-7, 2022. Over the course of the weekend, we
will provide a variety of workshops, mentoring sessions, exciting tech
panels, as well as fun community-wide games. In the meantime, our
hackers will work to build their projects using the various resources we will
provide for them, including experienced mentors and new technologies.
Throughout these two days, emphasis will be placed on building an
inclusive community and creative mindset.

our goal
Our goal is to provide a safe, easy, and most importantly, fun opportunity
for first-time hackers from all backgrounds to participate in their very first
hackathon. Now more than ever, it is important to have interests outside of
just academics. At NeoHacks, we strive to provide a friendly space to do
just that.

who we are
We are a group of nine high school students from Hack Club, a nonprofit
organization striving to bring computer science education to schools
around the world. Through NeoHacks, we hope to empower the next
generation of hackers and create a welcoming community for students new
to the hackathon community.

how you can help
With your support, students from all over the world will be able to expand
their horizons and perhaps find a life-long passion! You can help by:
Charitable donation: This will allow us to cover the costs of
running a virtual event including swag, prizes, giveaways, and
speakers.


Sending representatives: Send volunteers to help mentor, judge,
or host workshops.


Sponsoring a prize: Provide a reward to our amazing hackers for a
job well done!

LEVEL

$100

$500

BRONZE SILVER

$1000

GOLD

BRANDING
logo on event website

MENTOR/JUDGE
send representatives to
judge, mentor, or host a
workshop at NeoHacks

PRIZE
create a custom prize
track and sponsor a prize
for that category

RECOGNITION
recognition in our opening
& closing ceremonies,
pre- or post-event emails
to attendees

DEMO
product demo/ workshop

We’re open to creating a custom tier to fit your company’s needs. Feel
free to send us a message at team@neohacks.org!
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